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ABSTRACT

Background
Selective decontamination of the digestive tract (SDD) decreases morbidity and mortality 
in critically ill patients and morbidity in patients undergoing oesophageal resection. This 
study analyses the effect of peri-operative SDD in patients undergoing elective colorectal 
surgery on postoperative infections and anastomotic leakage. 

Methods
Retrospective analysis of prospectively collected data in a three year cohort of 162 patients 
undergoing elective resection of colon and or rectum. Of these patients 76 (47%) received 
SDD (polymyxine B sulphate, tobramycin and amphotericin) peri-operatively. The control 
group consisted of 86 patients who were not treated with SDD. Postoperative complications, 
hospital stay and mortality were analysed.

Results
In the SDD group there were 6 patients (7.9%) with infectious complications compared 
with 17 patients (19.8%) in the control group (p= 0.031). The incidence of the combined 
endpoint infectious complications and anastomotic leakage, was 8 (11%) in the SDD group 
versus  22 (26%) in the control group (p = 0.014). Multivariate analysis showed that no-
SDD, age above 60 years and diabetes were independent predictors of postoperative 
complications.

Conclusion
Perioperative SDD in elective colorectal surgery seems to reduce postoperative surgical 
complications including infectious complications and anastomotic leakage. Prospective, 
randomized, placebo-controlled studies are needed to confirm this conclusion.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite the use of peri-operative antibiotic prophylaxis, improvements in surgical techniques 
and peri-operative care, the complication rate after abdominal surgery remains high (30-51 
%) with specific incidences up to 28 % after colon surgery. 1-3 The most common infectious 
complications are urinary tract, wound and pulmonary infections. These nosocomial 
infections usually occur after 48 hours of admission, and are mostly caused by aerobe 
Gram-negative micro-organisms. 4,5 These Gram-negatives generally originate from the 
patient’s digestive tract. Colonisation of the digestive tract with potentially pathogenic 
micro-organisms (PPMs) can harm the patient in two different ways. Apart from PPM’s 
causing postoperative infections due to translocation to organ sites, permeation of 
endotoxins from the gut into the systemic circulation can cause sepsis if the gut barrier 
function fails, for example during surgery. 6 While the intact anaerobe intestinal flora protects 
against secondary colonisation with PPMs, reduction of normal flora as a result of systemic 
antibiotics increases the risk of infection. 
It is generally accepted that antimicrobial prophylaxis is indicated for contaminated surgery, 
where gross contamination is inevitable and the risk of wound infection is high as in 
colorectal surgery. Although different regimens have been evaluated, a single dose 
administered immediately before operation, preferably one hour to 30 minutes before 
incision, has shown to be as effective as long-term prophylaxis after surgery. 7 The prophylaxis 
must cover both aerobic and anaerobic bacteria with minimal toxicity and costs. However, 
some antibiotics disturb the normal balance and lead to bacterial overgrowth. 8 Secondary 
colonisation is additionally enhanced by disturbed bowel movements and decreased 
immune-incompetence due to the underlying disease. Factors that lower colonisation 
resistance are host associated (for instance old age, severe physical trauma, major surgery, 
malignancy, kidney and liver disease, diabetes, diminished peristalsis of the digestive tract 
as in ileus) or can be iatrogenic (antacida, anesthetica, antibiotics, endotracheal tube, 
catheters and drains). 
Selective decontamination of the digestive tract (SDD) was introduced into intensive care 
medicine as an infection-prophylaxis regimen to reduce or even eradicate aerobic PPMs from 
oro-pharynx to rectum, while leaving the normal anaerobic flora largely undisturbed. 9;10  
The use of SDD for the critically ill patients on an intensive care unit (ICU) has been 
assessed in 56 randomized controlled trials (RCT) and eight meta-analyses including only 
RCT’s. 11 Lower airway and bloodstream infections were significantly reduced by 65% and 
37%, respectively in two recent meta-analysis. 12,13 Mortality was also significantly reduced 
by 22% and 20% respectively in these two systematic reviews. In 1990, Stoutenbeek 
advocated the use of SDD as a peri-operative infection prophylaxis in elective surgery14 
including liver transplantation, 15 oesophagectomy 16 and gastrectomy 17.
Since 1984, our hospital has used SDD in all critically ill patients. Encouraged by the good 
results in this population 9,18,19, peri-operative SDD was introduced in 1999  in elective 
oesophageal and colorectal surgery on the surgical ward. The hypothesis was that SDD, 
initiated before surgery on the ward, reduces post-operative infectious complications and 
anastomotic leakage. 
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PATIENTS AND METHODS

This study enrolled 162 consecutive patients who were admitted to the surgical ward for 
elective colorectal surgery, including closure of a temporary colostomy, between January 1, 
1999 and December 31, 2001. Patients who needed acute surgical intervention because 
of infection, perforation, ileus and/or bleeding were excluded. Figure 1 shows the number 
of patients admitted for colorectal surgery and number of excluded patients. Data were 
collected from a database of all patients admitted to the department of surgery of the 
OLVG. This database contained data concerning therapy, all post-operative complications 
and duration of hospital stay. 
At the time of this study, SDD was given randomly, according to the surgeon’s opinion, 
especially to patients undergoing colorectal surgery. SDD was thus not standardised.
If a diverting ileostomy was created, it was separately noted. Operating time, open versus 
laparoscopic surgery, type of anastomosis and type of surgeon (resident or attending 
surgeon) were registered as well as the pathological reports of the specimen. The SDD 
regimen consisted of polymyxine B sulphate 100 mg, tobramycine 80 mg and amphotericine 
B 500 mg (PTA). It was taken orally four times daily, or through a nasogastric tube if the 
patient had one after surgery. In that case half of the SDD was administered in the mouth 
and half via the nasogastric tube. The optimal SDD regime started two days before surgery 
and was continued postoperatively until normal bowel passage was achieved (normal intake 
and/or passage of stool) or at least until the third day after surgery. The data concerning 
the use of SDD were obtained from the pharmacy information system and checked in the 
patient files. In addition, all patients received parenteral antibiotics peri-operatively for 24 
hours (cefuroxim 1500 mg and metronidazol 500 mg at eight hour’s interval, starting 30 
minutes before surgery). In this study, we used an osmotic laxans (macrogol and 
electrolytes) named Klean-Prep® (Norgine B.V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands) as 
mechanical bowel preparation. Two to 4 liters of Klean-Prep® were administered in 24 h 
and/or a fluid diet was given starting 1 day before surgery. In rectal surgery, also an enema 
was applied. Complication data (during hospital stay and at least 30 days post-surgery) 
were obtained from a prospectively collected database as mentioned above. 
Infectious complications (wound infections, urinary tract infections, pneumonia and intra 
abdominal abscesses) and the incidence of anastomotic leakage were analysed. 
Anastomotic leakage was determined by clinical examination (fever, abdominal pain, 
passage problems) and blood results (elevated white blood count and/or raised C-reactive 
protein). The diagnosis was confirmed by CT-scan, X-ray with rectal contrast or relaparotomy.
Infectious complications and anastomotic leakage together were called “the combined 
endpoint”. Abdominal wound dehiscence was a clinical diagnose, confirmed by an attending 
surgeon. Cardiac failure, deep venous thrombosis, pulmonary embolism and cerebrovascular 
accidents were all diagnosed and confirmed by the consulting specialists. Mortality was 
defined as in-hospital death or death within 30 days post-surgery. 
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Statistical analysis
Continuous variables were expressed as means ± SD or median (interquartile range) and 
were compared with the use of an unpaired Student’s t-test or Mann Whitney-U test. 
Categorical data were compared using Fisher’s exact test or Pearson chi-square test, where 
appropriate. All reported P values were two-sided; differences were considered significant 
when p was < 0.05. Analysis was on intention to treat, all patients receiving at least one 
dose of SDD preoperatively were analysed. Univariate analysis was performed to identify 
other prognostic parameters for the endpoint infectious complications (including 
anastomotic leakage). We used multivariate logistic regression analysis to identify which 
of these were independent risk factors.

Figure 1  | Study flow chart.
*76 patients were excluded because of operation for rectal prolaps, recto-vaginal fistulas or underwent an 
abdominal perineal resection without anastomosis.
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RESULTS 

Of the 162 patients undergoing elective colorectal surgery, 76 (47%) received SDD. Eighty 
six patients (53%) did not receive SDD and were used as control group. The administration 
of SDD was optimal (given at least until the third day after surgery) in 47 (62%) patients. 
The patient characteristics are shown in table 1.

Table 1  | Patients Characteristics.

SDD (n = 76) Control (n = 86) p-value

Male, n (%) 33 (43) 41 (48) 0.59 

Age 64±15 63±15 0.70 

Comorbidity 

Cardiovascular (%) 28 (37) 34 (40) 0.73 

Pulmonary (%) 12 (16) 10 (12) 0.44 

Previous abdominal surgery) (%)* 24 (32) 45 (52) 0.008 

Diabetes (%) 5 (7) 14 (16) 0.06 

Immune deficiency) (%)** 4 (5) 1 (1) 0.19 

Inflammatory bowel disease (%) 7 (9) 8 (9) 0.98

Values are presented as mean±SD or number (%) as appropriate. *one or more. **HIV, use of corticosteroids.

Table 2  | Surgical Characteristics.

SDD (n = 76) Control (n = 86) p-value

Type of surgery 

Hemicolectomy (right sided)a (%) 16 (21) 26 (30) 0.18 

Hemicolectomy (left-sided)a (%) 7 (9) 8 (9) 0.98 

Transversectomy (%) 1 (1) 3 (3.5) 0.62 

(Subtotal) colectomy (%) 3 (4) 0 0.10 

Sigmoid resection (%) 15 (20) 23 (27) 0.29 

(Low) anterior resection (%) 30 (40) 13 (15) 0.00 

Closure of temporary colostomy 
(%) 

5 (7) 14 (16) 0.06 

Operating time (min) 195±63 181±49 0.13 

Laparoscopic surgery (%) 2 (3) 9 (11) 0.05 

Diverting ileostomy (%) 7 (9) 2 (2) 0.08 

Stapled (%)b 48 (64) 65 (78) 0.05 

Resident (%) 41 (54) 50 (58) 0.59

Values are presented as mean±SD or number (%) as appropriate. a One patient in each group had a right- and 
left-sided hemicolectomy in one session. b Three patients in the controlgroup and one in the SDD grouphad 
both stapled and partial sutured anastomosis and were counted as stapled.
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In the control group, more patients had a history of abdominal surgery and the incidence of 
diabetes tended to be higher. Surgical characteristics are shown in table 2. In the SDD group, 
more patients underwent anterior and low anterior resections and the percentage of closure 
of temporary colostomy was higher. In both groups, open abdominal surgery was performed 
more often than laparoscopic surgery and a stapled technique was used more frequently 
than a sutured anastomosis. There was no difference in type (side-to-side, side-to-end or 
end-to-end) of anastomosis or operation by a resident or supervising surgeon. The operating 
time was not different between groups. The pathology reports showed no difference in 
malignancy between groups (46 patients in the SDD group (61%) versus 40 patients in 
control group (47%) had a malignant disease (p = 0.074). In most patients a mechanical 
bowel preparation (Klean-Prep®) was used. In only a few cases an enema was given.
Table 3 shows the complications during follow up. In the control group there were 32 
patients (38%) with 49 complications and in the SDD group 19 patients (25%) with 29 
complications. There was a significant reduction in the rate of infectious complications 
(urinary tract infection, pneumonia, wound infection and intra-abdominal abscesses) in the 
SDD group. The incidence of the combined endpoint infectious complications and 
anastomotic leakage was lower in the SDD group (8 vs. 22 in the control group). Three 
(4%) patients died in the control group vs. none in the SDD group (p=0.248). These three 
patients died of sepsis and multi organ failure due to anastomotic leakage. There was no 
significant difference in hospital stay (median 10 days in both groups). 

Table 3  | Endpoints.

SDD  
(n = 76)

Control 
 (n = 86)

p-value

Hospital stay in days, median (IQR) 10 (8–13) 10 (7–13) 0.980

Patients with infectious complications a, n (%) 6 (8) 17 (20) 0.031

Urinary tract infection 2 (3) 9 (11) 0.048

Pneumonia 3 (4) 5 (6) 0.724

Wound infection 0 4 (5) 0.123

Intra-abdominal abscess 2 (3) 1 (1) 0.601

Patients with anastomotic leakage, n (%) 2 (3) 6 (7) 0.284

Patients with the combined endpoint b, n (%) 8 (11) 22 (26) 0.014

Pts. with non-infectious complications, n (%)a 15 (20) 19 (22) 0.713

Cardiopulmonary c 9(12) 10(12) 0.966

Neurologic (CVA, delier) 2 (3) 3 (4) 1.00

Abdominal (non-infectious)d 7 (9) 13 (15) 0.254

Patients with a relaparotomy, n (%) 6 (8) 7 (8) 0.937

No. of patients with complications, n (%) 19 (25) 32 (38) 0.085

Mortality, n (%)  0 3 (4) 0.248

IQR interquartile range (25%–75%). a Some patients had more than one complication. b Combined endpoint = 
infectious complications and anastomotic leakage together. c AF, infarct, pulmonary embolism, respiratory 
insufficiency, decompensatio cordis. d Urinary retention, ileus, wound dehiscence, hematoma.
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Univariate as well as multivariate analysis showed that not receiving SDD, diabetes and 
age above 60 years were significant and independent predictors for the combined endpoint 
infectious complications and anastomotic leakage (table 4). 

DISCUSSION 

This non-randomized controlled study on the use of peri-operative SDD in elective colorectal 
surgery in addition to standard parenteral prophylaxis shows a significant decrease of 
infectious complications and of the combined endpoint with anastomotic leakage when SDD 
is applied. The size of the present study is too small to draw conclusions about a possible 
effect of SDD on mortality. Since this is the first study on the use of perioperative PTA-SDD 
in elective colorectal surgery, initiated one to two days before surgery on the ward, 
comparison with the literature is not possible. However, our results are in accordance with 
the application of the same SDD regimen in patients undergoing oesophageal resection. 16;20 
The hallmark of this PTA-SDD regimen is that the antibiotics remain in the digestive tract 
and are not adsorbed. Taylor evaluated oral ciprofloxacin (which has systemic effects as 
well) for 24 hours preoperatively as a prophylaxis in colorectal surgery found a reduction of 
incidence of infectious complications from 32.7% to 14.5%. 21 On the contrary, Espin-Basany 
et.al 22 found no advantage in postoperative complications in 300 patients, who were divided 
in three groups. One group received three doses of oral antibiotics (1 g of neomycin and 1 
g of metronidazole 3 times a day) preoperatively, one group one dose of neomycin and 
metronidazole and the third group no oral antibiotic. They all received peri-operative 
parenteral antibiotics (cefotaxitim 1 g intravenous before skin incision and two postoperative 
doses). In the present series of patients, selective decontamination of the digestive tract 
was achieved by administration of the oral antibiotics four times a day, at least one and 
preferably 2 days prior to surgery. This regimen differs from those described in previous 
studies in several ways. First, the orally administered antibiotics remain in the digestive tract 
and have no systemic effects. Furthermore, the antibiotics are optimally given for at least 
2 days prior to surgery to reach the entire digestive tract before surgery commences and 

Table 4  | Multivariate Analysis of the Combined Endpoint: Infectious Complications and Anastomotic Leakage.

Univariate Multivariate

Variable OR  95% CI p value OR 95% CI p value

SDD 0.3 0.14–0.82   0.017 0.4 0.14–0.84 0.021

Previous abdominal surgery 1.2 0.55–2.72 0.617

(Low) anterior resection 1.2 0.52–2.96 0.635 

Diabetes 4.0 1.45–11.07 0.008 2.9 0.97–8.51 0.057

Age >60 years 3.2 1.24–8.40 0.016 3.4 1.26–9.17 0.016

Converting ileostomy 0.5 0.06–4.37 0.552

Closure of temporary colostomy 0.5 0.11–2.21 0.349
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are continued postoperatively until normal bowel movements are attained. Although the 
present results are convincing, the study has several limitations. 
Most importantly, the intervention was not randomized and placebo controlled. Due to the 
non-randomized design of this study, we could not correct for all potential interacting factors 
(known and unknown). 
Furthermore, for an optimal effect of SDD bowel movements are necessary for the 
antibiotics to reach the entire gut. It therefore takes at least 2 days before selective 
decontamination is achieved, or longer if bowel movements are delayed. In this study the 
SDD was started 2 days before surgery in only 67% of the patients. As a result, one third 
of the patients was likely not sufficiently decontaminated before surgery. When the 
peristalsis is diminished, for instance during obstruction or paralytic ileus, the topical 
antibiotics are only transported by diffusion and decontamination of the digestive tract is 
insufficient. Also, the SDD needs to be continued until oral intake is resumed and normal 
bowel passage is achieved, because then secondary colonisation of PPM’s is prevented 
by natural mechanisms of defence. Due to the retrospective analysis of clinical data, it was 
not always clear whether SDD was continued until normal bowel passage was achieved. 
Therefore, if SDD would have been given at a strict regimen before surgery and until normal 
bowel function had been achieved postoperatively, it would probably have resulted in a 
further decrease of infectious complications.
It should be noted that there is a difference in administration of the SDD on the surgical 
ward or on the ICU. 23 On the ICU, the SDD regime includes five components. First, for 
gastro-enteral decontamination polymyxine, tobramycin and amphotericin (PTA) are 
administered in the stomach by the gastric tube. Second, for oral decontamination a sticky 
paste containing PTA is applied in the mouth. Oral decontamination is crucial for intubated 
patients who lack oral feeding. Third, for treatment of (possible) infections on ICU admission 
the patients receive intravenous cefotaxim 1 g 4 times daily until site cultures are negative. 
Fourth, the topical antibiotic treatment is combined with an optimal hygienic strategy 
preventing exogenous infections. Fifth, surveillance cultures are taken 3 times a week to 
determine colonisation on admission, to monitor whether decontamination is adequate 
and to detect possible acquisition of exogenous resistant micro-organisms. On the ward 
however, the patient population is not intubated and is not critically ill, therefore a different 
regimen of administration may be applicable. Our patients did not receive additional 
oropharyngeal decontamination and surveillance cultures were not taken. 
In literature, high American of Anaesthesia score (ASA), (low) rectal surgery, an operative 
time of 3 hours or longer and a high body mass index are factors associated with 
complications after colorectal surgery. 24-26 In our series of patients, the surgeons tended 
to apply SDD in patients with a high risk for infectious complications (in this case (low) 
anterior resections). However, this selection bias did not result in a higher complication 
rate in the SDD group. Multivariate analysis did not show low anterior operation as an 
independent predictor, although this subgroup might be too small and its interaction 
with the use of SDD too strong to draw a firm conclusion. Also previous abdominal 
surgery and a diverting ileostomy above a low anastomosis had no effect on the 
outcome. Altogether, the SDD group had less infectious complications even though 
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there were more low-anterior and anterior resections in the SDD group. 
In our study, diabetes and higher age were additional independent predictors of the 
combined endpoint. Although more patients had diabetes mellitus in the control group, 
the use of SDD was associated with less infectious complications independent of diabetes 
and higher age. There could be a possible advantage in the use of peri-operative SDD for 
this specific group of patients, who (a priori) have a higher chance of postoperative 
complications.

CONCLUSION

The present non-randomized controlled study of a 3-years cohort of 162 patients is the first 
study that analyses the use of peri-operative SDD in elective colorectal surgery. The study 
shows that peri-operative SDD initiated one to two days before surgery using oral antibiotics 
that remain in the digestive tract, reduces postoperative infectious complications combined 
with anastomotic leakage. To confirm this conclusion we initiated a placebo-controlled 
randomized trial.
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